ABSTRACT

KIA Carnival, first time launched in 1999, was proven very successful to KMI that its sales had gone up significantly for over 6000 units in its first year launching. The reason for its success was partly due to the government automotive deregulation in 1999 that gave more opportunity to the automotive players to import cars in the form of Completely Build Up (CBU) units.

However as time went by and competitors released new line of Multi Purpose Van (MPV) to compete head to head with Carnival, the sales had decline significantly. The problems added up with low customer satisfaction from the product and service resulting in Carnival’s sales declining over the past few months.

In analyzing and finding the root of the problem related to Carnival, we have taken several approaches including survey based on questionnaires sent to Carnival buyers, interview with dealers and workshop, as well as desk research from internet. Based on the findings, we had formulated several recommendations and strategies to be implemented. Further, these recommendations are divided into short term, which can be implemented within 6 months period, and long term, over 6 months period.
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